
GUIDE TO RE-OPENING 2020 



DEAR SEEDLING FAMILIES: 

The continued isolation of young children has tremendously deleterious effects on their development

Working parents with very young children must have care in order to work

Current evidence indicates that young children are the least likely population to transmit COVID-19

In-person learning and socialization is a critical need for young children’s healthy development

The following Guide to Re-Opening describes our plans to re-open The Seedling School, a state-licensed

pre-K facility, in accordance with state and local public health department requirements for pre-K student

and employee safety.

We should take comfort that the Guide reflects the current science-based understanding about COVID-19,

and be mindful that priorities and practices will change as the science-based facts change. The following

findings helped to guide our decision to re-open The Seedling School:

There is little debate that in-person learning is better for students. There is also little debate regarding

remote, screen-based learning for preschool-aged children: it is barely developmentally possible or

appropriate for our youngest learners. They learn through tactile experience. Further, even with screens in

hand, preschool-aged children still need continuous and watchful supervision from adults. Remote learning

does not meet the needs of working families for the actual physical supervision of their youngest,

preschool-aged children.

We hope the Guide provides clarity and confidence, as it reflects the work of Board members,

administrators, and a medical think force of 16 medical doctors who are also current Foothill parents.

Beginning with the expectation that every family will embrace our commitment to safety, each section of the

Guide maintains our highest priority: the health of our students and employees. Because of the fluid

circumstances typical to a pandemic, we will continue to review our plans and communicate the necessary

adjustments to ensure it complies with state and local public health department guidelines and science-

based recommendations to ensure student and employee safety.

Sincerely,

 

Mike Silva 

                                                         Head of SchoolThe Seedling School | 2020
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The Seedling School defines itself as a safe and

inclusive community. All members of the community

—parents, students, employees—are accountable

for following Seedling’s safety protocols.  

Community members who knowingly do not

cooperate with Seedling’s expectations for safety

will not be allowed on campus.  

COMMUNITY
COMMITMENT TO
SAFETY  
AN INTRODUCTION

This document is for the sole
purpose of providing guidance for

consideration. No legal, medical, or
professional advice or opinions are
given herein or may be relied upon.

Each family should consult with their
own physician when considering the

risks involved with a return to
 in-person instruction at 

The Seedling School.
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HYGIENE & DISINFECTING 
Seedling’s established personal hygiene expectations are that all

students and employees will wash their hands and sanitize

regularly, especially when entering the classroom in the mornings,

before/after eating, after recess, after using the restroom, and after

coughing into one’s hands or blowing one’s nose.  We have added

handwashing stations throughout campus to enable additional

supervised hand washing for students every 90 minutes throughout

the day. Employees will be expected to adhere to a similar

schedule.

Throughout the day, all high-touch surfaces will be wiped down with

disinfectant (examples: playground equipment, door knobs, tables,

etc.). At the end of the day, all learning spaces at Seedling will be

disinfected with electrostatic misters in preparation for the following

school day. 

We will take full advantage of our beautiful outdoor spaces for

instruction and downtime.  

All HVAC filters will be replaced with MERV-14 rated filters for

enhanced air filtering in all indoor learning spaces.

FACE MASKS
Properly worn face masks and physical distancing are

widely accepted as effective barriers to germ spread. For

reasons of safety and hygiene, all students are

expected to provide their own clean face masks for

daily use. We also ask that you provide an extra mask

that we can keep in the classroom. We recognize the

numerous challenges posed by face masks for our

youngest students, and are exploring other options that do

not compromise student or employee safety. For the time

being, all students and employees must wear face masks

when on campus, except while eating and during

designated “mask breaks” when employees and students

are physically distanced, not active, and not talking. We

encourage you to practice mask-wearing with your

child this summer, progressively increasing the length

of time your child wears their mask.



ARRIVAL AND
DISMISSAL  

Before care           7:30a.m.- 8:30a.m.     
Rooms 5, 6, & 7    8:45a.m.         
Rooms 2 & 3         9:00a.m.         

For dismissal, we will call children individually by walkie-talkie from the classroom  
Rooms 2 & 3               2:15p.m. 
Rooms 5, 6, & 7          2:30p.m. 
Extended Day             2:45p.m.- 6:00pm

Staggered Arrivals/Dismissals
To allow time for proper screening of all students each morning, maintain distancing protocols, and manage
traffic, we are establishing staggered arrival and dismissal times. We ask that only 1 caregiver drop off the
students. Students will enter at the South Playground Gate and the screening process will happen in Room 1.
Teachers will be in classrooms for student supervision from 8:30am onward. 
Arrival

                                                   

Dismissal

For families with multiple children at Seedling with different dismissal times, we will supervise the younger sibling(s) until the
dismissal time of the older sibling(s). There will be no drop in aftercare available. Children not picked up by their appointed
time will be sitting on a bench by the South Playground until they are picked up. There will be a $1.00 charge per minute after
2:45pm. 



visual observation for symptoms        

temperature check (no-touch thermometer). Temperature must

be below 100°F.        

student/parent/guardian response to a series of questions

conducted by Seedling staff using the ProCare app (formerly

Kinderlime)

Every child and employee will be screened daily for signs or

symptoms of possible viral infection. Students will be walked onto

campus with their parents at the South Playground Gate. They will

be screened upon entry in Room 1. Parents/guardians will have

limited access beyond the entry gate. 

The screening protocol will consist of   

If a student does not meet the criteria for safe entry to

campus, the parent/guardian will be expected take the student to a

physician for further evaluation (see Symptoms Response).  

Students who pass the screening will be escorted to their

classroom by a staff member.    

DAILY
SCREENING 
WELCOME TO CAMPUS! 
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NON-ESSENTIAL VISITORS 
Non-essential visitors will not be allowed in the

Seedling Office or the interior of campus during

the school day.  Exceptions are

parents/guardians walking students to the entry

gate in the morning, meeting students at

dismissal time, or picking up students for

appointments, who are injured, or who are

exhibiting signs or symptoms of illness.

Parents will need to call ahead if they are

picking up a child. Upon arrival parents will use

the intercom to communicate with an office staff

member and the office staff will bring the child to

the parents. 

TRAVEL 

As part of our daily screening, all students and

employees are asked whether they or family

members have traveled outside the U.S to a

country with active community transmission or to

a domestic "hot spot", or outside one's normal

living spaces. 

If travel to an affected area has occurred during

the previous two weeks, written verification of

clearance from a physician will be required for

the student or employee to enter campus. We

encourage you to keep this policy in mind when

traveling during school holiday periods.   



STUDENT COHORTS

At Seedling, students will be divided into cohorts.  Each cohort will

consist of 10 or fewer students. Cohorts will be designed with the

social-emotional and academic needs of students as the priorities. The

purpose of the cohort is to keep students in small groups where they

can more easily be monitored for distancing, minimize the number of

exposures they have to other students and teachers, use only their

supplies, and be assured that they are the only ones sitting at their

workstation. 

Students will spend the day in their cohorts for instruction, snack,

recess, and lunch. No two classes will be on any playground at the

same time.

Since the ratio will be 10 or less children to 1 teacher there will be no

instructional assistants in the classrooms. Teachers will be taking their

breaks during outside times so that whoever is giving them their break

does not need to enter the classroom. 

YOUR CHILD'S DAY IN SMALL GROUPS 



FULL-TIME
LEARNING
STARTS HERE 

In-Person Instruction
We look forward to offering 5 full days of instruction in cohorts of 10 or fewer students. All viable
spaces (indoor and outdoor) will be used to meet the requirements for physical distancing and
minimize the number of interactions among students and teachers outside of the cohort.

Distance Learning Will Not Be Offered at The Seedling School 
Because we will need the full deployment of all instructional staff for effective student learning, we are
not planning to offer distance learning while the campus is open to in-person instruction. We are
considered an essential business as a preschool for our families, so we will be operating in-person
even when Foothill Country Day School is in distance learning mode for our K - 8 students. 



Daily screening process for all kitchen

Face masks for all kitchen staff

CDC hand washing protocol

Wearing food-grade gloves when handling food 

Sanitizing all contact and frequently touched

Lunch
All lunches will be received from Foothill Country Day School's kitchen

and are included in your tuition. Lunch deliveries—by services or

parents—are not permitted. If a child brings their own lunch to school,

a lunchbox may not be used. The lunch from home must come in a

disposable bag. Please make sure that whatever is sent for lunch does

not need refrigeration, as we cannot accomodate refrigerated lunches

from home. All items will be thrown away after lunch. 

Foothill Country Day School’s kitchen will prepare all lunches in

advance and package them in containers for safety and ease of use by

students.  Steps we are taking to ensure food safety:

employees (temperature checks and visual wellness checks)

        

        

        

        

surfaces with EPA approved solutions throughout the day

 

If we can safely accommodate distancing requirements, student

cohorts will be able to eat outside. If not, students will remain inside

with their cohorts to eat, then go outside for play with distancing

protocols in place.

EATING AND
DRINKING 

Drinks
Only single-use water bottles will be permitted on

campus. The bottle will be disposed of at the end of

each day. Bottles will be stored in the child’s cubby.

Students will not be allowed to use drinking fountains.

Children will be supplied water at snack and lunch, and

as needed by teachers in disposable cups. 

Snacks
All students have a scheduled 

daily snack break. Seedling will 

provide all snacks.
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MINDFUL
SPACES  
CHAPEL AND REST 

 Children will use the same plastic rest mat* daily. Each plastic rest mat will have the child’s name on it. 
 The plastic rest mat will be disinfected after every use. 
 Bed rolls are to be brought in the first day of the week for the children to use and returned home at the end of
the week for laundering.
Bed rolls will stay in cubbies until ready to use and promptly be put back in proper cubby after use.  
Each classroom will have a few extra bed rolls for use when bed rolls are not brought back at the

A child may bring a comfort item for rest time only. The comfort item will be stored in child’s cubby and will only
be used during rest time and will be put away promptly after rest time. 
Students will be placed head to toe and 6 feet apart from one another for rest time.

Chapel 
Each classroom will have the opportunity to host a Zoom Chapel which will be broadcast to the other classrooms
on Tuesdays and Fridays.

Rest Time 

beginning of the week. These loaner bed rolls will be taken home by the family and brought back washed the
next day. 

*Plastic rest mats are used underneath a child's bed roll as a cushion. 



BEFORE
CARE AND
EXTENDED
DAY  
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Seedling makes every effort to accommodate family schedules and needs for

student care. We plan to offer before care and extended care while still

accommodating our ratio of teachers to students. 

We will be implementing new hours: 
Before Care    7:30a.m. - 8:30a.m. 
Extended Day  2:45p.m. - 6:00p.m. 

For both before care and extended day the children will be outside under the

oak tree and will rotate through different centers throughout the playground. 

Before Care
Teachers will pick up children promptly at 8:30a.m. from the playground and

children will have free choice or guided activities prior to the start of school at

9:00a.m.

Extended Day 

Children will be walked to the oak tree on the South Playground by their

teacher at 2:45p.m. Children who are not signed up for extended day care will

sit on a bench in the South Playground until their parent arrives. 

There will be no drop-in extended day. Please make sure to make arrangements ahead
of time so that your child is picked up at the appropriate time. 



COMMUNITY
ACTIVITIES

Meet and Greet - We will be doing this event by appointment on

September 1. Sign-ups will be emailed so that each family has an

opportunity to meet their teacher and see their classroom prior to starting

school on September 2. 

Back To School Night (to be held virtually - details to follow)        

Parent Conferences (to be held virtually by appointment)      

Seedling Thanksgiving Feast (re-imagined - each classroom will have their

own celebration consisting of students and teacher only) 

On-campus community events and student activities or in-house field trips

scheduled for the fall will have to be postponed, cancelled, or re-imagined to

ensure the safety of our families and employees. We will continue to stay in

touch as we have more information about our on-campus events and student

field trips. 

Here are some examples of events we are working on:       

ON-CAMPUS COMMUNITY EVENTS AND
FIELD TRIPS 



Fever or chills

Cough

Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing

Fatigue

Muscle or body aches

Headache

New loss of taste or smell

Sore throat

Congestion or runny nose

Nausea or vomiting

Diarrhea

Symptoms of Possible COVID-19 Infection:
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SYMPTOMS
RESPONSE 
WHAT HAPPENS IF... 

At School 
If a student or employee displays signs or symptoms of

possible COVID-19 infection, they will be moved to an

isolation room. Children will be safely supervised until

their parent/guardian can pick them up from school.

Students and employees should see a physician and be

evaluated for COVID-19 in these circumstances. 

The School will report two or more cases of COVID-19 to

the California State Department of Social Services as

required by law.    

Before returning to school, students and employees will

be required to meet the criteria listed to the right.    

FEVER-FREE (lower than 100°F) FOR 72 HOURS

NO MEDICATION TAKEN TO REDUCE FEVER OR PAIN

IMPROVING SYMPTOMS AND WRITTEN VERIFICATION BY A PHYSICIAN

OF NON-CONTAGIOUS AND NON-RESPIRATORY SOURCE OF INFECTION

10 DAYS AFTER SYMPTOM ONSET (not test date) 

FEVER-FREE (lower than 100°F) FOR 72 HOURS

NO MEDICATION TAKEN TO REDUCE FEVER OR PAIN

IMPROVING SYMPTOMS 

WRITTEN VERIFICATION BY A PHYSICIAN THAT THE ABOVE

CRITERIA HAVE BEEN MET.    

Criteria for Returning to School  
      

IF a negative test result for COVID-19 is obtained OR a non-contagious and non-

respiratory source of infection is verified by a physician, THEN a student or

employee may return to school if all the following criteria are met:

         

        

        

IF a positive test result for COVID-19 is obtained OR no test is obtained, THEN

student or employee may return to school if all the following criteria are met:
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SYMPTOMS
RESPONSE 
COMMUNICATION IS
CRUCIAL

Outside of School 
In compliance with our community guidelines, parents or

employees must notify the school immediately if exposure

to COVID-19 outside of school has occurred.

        

If a student or employee is exposed to a known COVID-19

person when not wearing a mask or with significant time of

exposure, that person will be expected to quarantine for 14

days.

If no symptoms appear by the end of 14 days, students or

employees may return to school WITH PHYSICIAN

VERIFICATION of health (See Returning to School). 

Cohort Notification  
      

If a student or an employee leaves school with possible signs or symptoms of COVID-19

infection, or if the school is notified that a child has been exposed outside of school, the

cohort will be contacted of a potential viral illness exposure.

        

Parents/guardians WITHIN THE COHORT will be asked to monitor students and their

siblings for signs or symptoms. 

         

Students in cohort will continue attending school with diligent attention to mask wearing,

distancing, and handwashing/sanitizing expectations.

        

If the student or teacher obtains a positive COVID-19 test, we will notify ALL

SCHOOL families and expect families to monitor their students for signs or

symptoms.
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SYMPTOMS
RESPONSE 
RETURNING TO SCHOOL  

Quarantine and Family Members  
      

If a student or employee is exposed to a known COVID-19

person when not wearing a mask or with significant time of

exposure, the student/employee will be expected to quarantine

for 14 days. 

If a student or employee is unable to isolate from a COVID-19

positive family member, they must isolate away from school for

10 - 14 days from the date of onset of the family member's

symptoms. If the family member tested positive, but has no

symptoms, the student or employee is required to isolate for 

10 - 14 days from the family member's positive test. 

FEVER-FREE (lower than 100°F) FOR 72 HOURS

NO MEDICATION TAKEN TO REDUCE FEVER OR PAIN

IMPROVING SYMPTOMS AND WRITTEN VERIFICATION BY A PHYSICIAN

OF NON-CONTAGIOUS AND NON-RESPIRATORY SOURCE OF INFECTION

10 DAYS AFTER SYMPTOM ONSET (not test date) 

FEVER-FREE (lower than 100°F) FOR 72 HOURS

NO MEDICATION TAKEN TO REDUCE FEVER OR PAIN

IMPROVING SYMPTOMS

WRITTEN VERIFICATION BY A PHYSICIAN THAT THE ABOVE

CRITERIA HAVE BEEN MET.    

Criteria for Returning to School  
      

IF a negative test result for COVID-19 is obtained OR a non-contagious and non-

respiratory source of infection is verified by a physician, THEN a student or

employee may return to school if all the following criteria are met:

         

        

        

IF a positive test result for COVID-19 is obtained OR no test is obtained, THEN

student or employee may return to school if all the following criteria are met:
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REMINDERS

BRING

 - Clean Mask Daily 
(extra mask to keep in the classroom)

- Comfort Item for Rest
  (only if necessary)

- Extra Set of Clothes

- Bed Roll

DON'T BRING

- Reusable Lunch Boxes 

- Reusable Water Bottles

- Backpack 

QUESTIONS? 

Call our office at 

(909) 445-1235 

or email Mrs. McDaniels at

hmcdaniels@foothillcds.org

or Mrs. Swienton at

cswienton@foothillcds.org

We take safety very seriously and are prepared to keep your child safe and engaged in their
learning. If you have any questions or concerns, please don't hesitate to contact us! 

This Guide is used in conjunction with our Seedling Parent Handbook. 
An updated copy of the Seedling Parent Handbook will be provided at our Meet and Greet. 


